(orange ribbon) and a virtual complex with free CD200R (grey ribbon). Pro15 and Leu16 move from the GFC face to the BED face due to an approximately 120 degree rotation of the psi angle of Thr17, thereby exposing the full CD200 binding site. Figure S4 , related to Figure 6 . Sequence alignment of the leader and V-like domain of the CD200R family. Amino acid secondary structure is based on the mouse CD200R crystal structure with beta strands represented by arrows. Conserved residues are highlighted in blue and residues identical in five or more sequences are in blue type.
NH 2 -terminal residues determined by protein sequencing are highlighted in cyan. mCD200R residues at the CD200 / CD200R interface are highlighted in orange. The residues of mCD200RLa that upon mutation resulted in binding to CD200 (with a similar affinity as mCD200R) are highlighted in green. Accession numbers of the sequences are NP_067300 (mCD200R), NP_997127 (mCD200RLa), NP_001121604 (mCD200RLb), Q6XJV6 (mCD200RLc), Q8BTP3 (mCD200RLe), NP_740750 (hCD200R), and NP_001008784 (hCD200RLa). Table S1 , related to Figure 5 . The ability of CD200 mutants to bind CD200R compared to wild type CD200 determined by BIAcore analysis as in Figure 5 . The experiment was repeated twice and the average result is given.
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